
National 4/5 History
The courses offer progression from the Broad General Education of S1-3 and 
are designed to develop pupils' skill in a variety of contexts. The content 
provides a broad understanding of history.

National 5 is ideal preparation for progression to Higher level in S5/6.

Course Content

Pupils will study 3 topics:

Scottish Topic

Migration and empire, 1830–1939

1 Immigration to Scotland, 1830s–1939
2 Experience of immigrants to Scotland, 1880s–1939
3 Scottish emigration, 1830s–1939
4 Experience of Scots abroad, 1830s–1939

European and World Topic

Hitler & Nazi Germany, 1919-1939

1 Weimar Germany
2 Nazi Rise to Power, 1929-1933
3 Nazi Control
4 Nazi Social & Economic Policies 

British Topic
Atlantic Slave Trade

  1     Britain and the Caribbean
  2     The Triangular Trade
  3.    The Captives’ Experience & Slave Resistance
  4.    The Abolitionist Campaign



Assessment

National 5 is the only level to have an external exam.  Students will have 1 hour 
45 minutes to complete questions on all three topics studied (20 marks on 
each).  

Students will also have to sit the ‘External Assignment', which is worth 25% of 
their final grade.   Currently students will also have to pass all National 5 Unit 
Assessments to sit the final exam. Pupils will be graded from A-D.

National 4 has No external exam.  Pupils will, however, have to pass all National 
4 Unit Assessments as well as the ‘Added Value’ unit to gain an award.   Pupils 
will receive a pass or fail for the year.

Added Value Unit (N4) / Assignment (N5)

All pupils will undertake an ‘Added Value’ unit. 

Pupils who are sitting National 5 will prepare a piece of extended writing 
(approximately 1000 words) on a  question of their choosing. They  sit the 
essay under exam conditions and it is marked externally by the SQA. 

Pupils sitting National 4 will have their work internally assessed and the 
evidence of assessment can be presented in a variety of forms.

Pupils are assessed through a variety of methods including; classwork, 
homework, end of unit tests. 

Homework

Homework tends to be preparation for the assessments, and is in the form of 
traditional written exercises.  Pupils can expect a piece of formal homework 
every 2-3 weeks, although this may increase in the period leading up to May.  



Course Timeline

Term / Period Unit/Topic Assessment 

August-October Hitler & Nazi Germany End of October

October - December Migration and Empire End of December

Christmas Holiday N5 Assignment Preparation
Prelim preparation

January-February N5 Assignment Preparation Prelim

February- April Atlantic Slave Trade End of April

March N5 Assignment Write-up


